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Editorial

Throughout my four years at the University of Bridgeport,
there were hardly any occasions when I didn't have
to explain what Groundstuell was to another person in
conversation, and that fact always discouraged me. As
one of the few English and Creative Writing majors at
UB, I find it almost insulting that out of our large and
widely diverse student body, only a very small fraction
of it—mostly those connected to the school of Arts and
Sciences—are even aware that our school has a literary
magazine for the arts. In spite of being one of the most
diverse schools in the country, UB becomes so varied to
the point of having cliques, and that is precisely what
bemuses literature's lovely friend called irony. However, I
will say the splash of different cultures, views and ideas is
the beauty of the experience here that is delivered to those
willing to sustain an open mind.

As Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote: “The creation
of beauty is Art. The production of a work of art throws
light upon the mystery of humanity." There is a universal
urge amongst us all in our interdependent lives to reach
out for beauty, for art; to have an understanding of what
it truly means to be alive, to be a human in this world.
Each of us finds a greater diversity and discipline in the
things we love to do. Whether you're gymnast, a swimmer,
an English or a business major, there is a certain kind of
aestheticism to it all.

In this edition of Groundstuell, you can expect
to find a myriad of creative works by students from all
kinds of backgrounds; and within these pages are the
representations of their grasp of art, beauty and emotion.
And it is my ultimate hope that you as the reader will take
away from this publication a sudden surge of creativity to
inspire your own art and your pursuit of passion and the
expression of feelings.

Senior Student Editor,
Michelle Calero



After Rain There is the Sun

Alissa Montanaro

"Hey, Kevin! How are you doing?" I asked, a hint of
worry in my voice. Kevin glanced up at me, but his
expression was hallow, almost ghost like, his eyes
sunken in with dark rings around them showing how
little sleep he was getting these days.

"I'm alright," Kevin smiled at me and he gave
me a fist punch.

"I was thinking that we should hang out
today," I said trying to keep the mood up.

"Today? I - I can't Lean..." he replied. Up
close I could see how pale his skin was, it was almost a
reflection of how he was feeling. I couldn't ask. I didn't
know what to say to him.

"Then how about tomorrow?" I glanced at the
students around us. They moved like water, nothing
going against the current, everything was in motion.
Was it only me who felt like we were standing still. I
turned back to Kevin afraid I'd missed his response,
but his eyes weren't even on me, they looked through
me, not focusing on anything as if they were miles
away from here. I knew where he looked; I knew
where his thoughts were at the moment.

Sorry, Lean... I can't," he muttered
remembering the question, blinking back to the
present. He fidgeted as if uncomfortable with the
clothes he wore, but I knew it was me. He didn't want
me around. It made me furious, we'd been so close, he
was my best friend and now I felt like he was growing 
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distant. Kevin was pushing me away.
“Is it that bad already?" I finally asked,

keeping my eyes on his quivering hand.
“Y-yeah, it got worse during the weekend, the

doctors said she'd have to stay in the hospital longer...
only, I'm afraid she's never coming home this time,"
Kevin coughed hoarsely. His mother had cancer. It had
come out of nowhere over the summer, no one knew
she even had it. It was a blow to their whole family.
Kevin was at summer camp that time, so he didn't
even know until he'd come home. The reality of the
situation, that his mom already had level three cancer
had changed him.

"I'm sorry Kevin," I said lamely, my face
pinching from the pain. It hurt to say anything
because anything I said wouldn't help, it wouldn't
change that his mom was dying.

"Yeah, I know Lean..." Kevin gave me a tired
smile, but it faded away pretty fast.

It was also a shock for me, I knew Mrs. Well
as a kid. She was a kind and an energetic woman who
always made curry when she knew I was coming
over. I would help myself to the largest portions and
she'd offer more every time I finished. It pained me to
see her go through cancer but it hurt even more just
thinking about what Kevin was going through at the
moment.

"I'll take you home," I wrapped an arm
carefully around his shoulder, cautious at how his
knees buckled. He was emotionally and physically
falling apart, but where did I come in? Could I help? I
just didn't know. There isn't a manual for this!

“You don't have to Lean, I know you have
to get home to, I can walk," Kevin whispered looking



down at his feet.
"I'll drive you, don't worry. It's not that far

anyway." I rustled his hair. Kevin sighed but didn't
argue as we headed to the parking lot. I worried
continuously as I drove him home. It was all I have
been doing since I heard his mom got cancer.

"Thanks Lean," Kevin said before shutting
the door of my car.

"No problem. Anything you need and I'll be
there," I grinned. Kevin's lower lip trembled but he
nodded and he quickly left.

I drove around for a bit thinking about the
past, present, and future. My heartbeat trembled and
ached in my chest, I didn't know if I wanted to cry or
curse the heavens. Kevin didn't need this; he was close
with his mom. His dad was distant, hard to approach
and even harder to have a decent conversation with.
His mom kept it together. Plus, Kevin was an only
child.

I swerved into a parking lot and shifted the
car into park, killing the engine. It had begun to rain
hard outside and I laughed at how cliche it was. I
laughed until it shook my body and then I just started
crying. Why didn't Kevin rely on me? Why didn't he
tell me what he was feeling?

"Fuck!" I smashed my fist on the dashboard
in the car and I bit back the pain. I felt useless. What
were best friends for anyway if you couldn't be these
when a friend needed you?

I heard my cell buzz and quickly got a hold of
myself and answered, it was Kevin.

"Hey, Lean?"
"Yeah, what's up?"
I... I'm sorry Lean, that I haven't been really 
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present lately."
"No, I understand," I gasped straining to hear

clearer.
"No. I mean... you deserve to know. I'm sorry

I've been keeping a lot from you. You've always been
there for me..." Kevin said faintly into the receiver,
"And I know I've been pushing you away." There was
a sniffle. I wanted this to be in person it was hard
to picture what his expressions looked like at the
moment.

"What's the matter Kevin?"
"Um... I just found out that my mom passed

away this afternoon... I didn't... I wasn't even there
Lean. I didn't... I could have been there." He was
weeping now, and it was hard to hear what he was
saying, it was hard to even comprehend it. It was over.

"She... she's gone?" I breathed, a chill going
through me.

"I called... because... well, Lean can you pick
me up... I want you to come with me to the hospital..."
he asked.

"Yeah, yeah I'm on my way," I said as I
started the engine and quickly sped out of the lot and
onto the road.

"Thanks..." Kevin said and killed the
connection. I made it back to his place within twenty
minutes. Kevin jumped into the car as soon as I pulled
in. I'm surprised we made it to the hospital in one
piece, I don't remember much. We were quiet the
whole way there.

"Kevin?" Kevin's dad stood up when we
came into the hospital room. Kevin ran in desperate
to see his mother. I lingered in the doorway, unsure
if I belonged in the picture. I felt like an intruder, my



family of five and everyone healthy, to Kevin's, which
was falling apart right in front of my eyes. I watched
Kevin take his mother's hand and cry silently. I walked
in slowly, and saw the woman that had once been so
full of color and energy, this pale blue sill person was
nothing in comparison to her. I leaned on the wall for
support as I watched, as close as I could get myself and
as faraway as I wanted to be. Life was so short and
death was so cruelly sudden, I thought as I stared at
the floor.

Mr. Well turned to me, his complexion as pale
as his son's, "Thank you Lean for getting my son. I
appreciate everything," he said, patting my shoulder.

"It was nothing," I said, and meant it. I had
done nothing.

I guessed it was my call to leave but I lingered
in the waiting room. Kevin showed up a few hours
later, his eyes puffy, but he collapsed besides me, and
leaned his head against the wall.

"I'm so sorry, Kevin." I whispered.
"Yeah..." he replied dryly his voice

emotionless.
I looked outside the window. It was raining

harder now and it was already dark out. I couldn't see
the stars, there was nothing there to see, but my eyes
seemed to be searching for something to hold onto. I
wanted to see something! I wanted to see Kevin's mom
alive and well, I wanted it to be like it was before,
and I wanted to see Kevin smile again. I finally turned

ack to Kevin; his eyes stared up at the ceiling with an
empty gaze.

"Kevin..."
"Yeah?"

!••• I stopped, everything I wanted to say
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felt like sand on my tongue.
"It's okay Lean," Kevin finally looked at me,

"You don't have to do anything..."
It was then that I realized Kevin valued my

company most in that moment. I smiled sadly, because
my thoughts finished his sentence for him.

Just be here for me.



Everything Has Its Roots

Cheyenne Owen

Beyond the hermetically sealed doors, death wafted
in the air. Carbon dioxide hung thick in the crowded
tavern, a necessary element allowing the Slekvarians to
survive. Anyone entering without an approved oxygen
tank and mask would drop to the floor faster than after
having thrown back one of the specialty drinks the
alien species was famous for.

It was just one of the reasons Graham despised
trekking up to the orbiting colonies. The ride up the
orbital elevator was by no means smooth and the
freshly filled oxygen tank beat against his weighted
coat and bore into his back. The translation earpiece he
wore felt like it was cutting into delicate flesh.

Being a Friday, the tavern was packed. From
the tables that seemed to float on the upper tier,
supported merely by a thin sheet of glass, to the bar
area that provided an exquisite view of the Earth
spinning lazily below, there were hardly any available
seats. Graham wandered, shuffling between tables to
reach empty seats just as someone else got to them and
only managed by luck to grab a just vacated seat at the
bar.

"How may I serve you?" The Slekvarian
bartender towered over the seated human, his ovate
head angled down. With no mouth to speak, the alien
addressed the man using frequencies too high for the
human ear to decipher if not for the translation device.

Emerald eyes gazed past the bartender to the 
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menu. He hardly knew how to read Slekva, its alphabet
composed of characters resembling vines that merged
and twisted around one another. Thankfully, beside
it hung a board written in English and Mandarin. He
read from it, though the names of each beverage didn't
sound any less foreign than those of the plant-based
beings language.

Out of the corner of his eye, he could
see the bartender regarding him patiently, tendril
fingers resting easily on the counter's edge and eyes
disappearing beneath veiny eyelids that reminded
Graham of leaves.

“What's aguiopol?" Graham asked, his voice
husky and muffled beneath the mask.

“A highly potent drink born of the Aguiopol
tree on our home world. One glass will cause your kind
to black out, as you say. How fitting that it grew in the
Black Wastelands where no sun ever shone."

“Jeez, I'm not looking to get hammered. How
about Morning Glory?"

“It is a mellow alcoholic beverage, named
so because one does not suffer a hangover the next
morning. A very glorious morning, if I may joke."
Graham noticed the being's brow arch, as if he were
smiling, and joined the bartender in a short laugh.

'TH take one then."
"Very well, sir."
The leaves and sprouts adorning the slender

being's figure bobbed as he turned to pour Graham's
drink. They were a healthy green, establishing this
one as one of the younger members of his species.
Like leaves in fall, Graham had come to tell Slekvarian
ages by the color of their leaves. Green symbolized
the youth, while golden and red were middle-aged to



elderly. Brown meant that being was soon to pass on.
Graham redirected his attention to the world

that hung below them. Swaths of white swirled over
the marbled planet, hiding most landmass. He could
barely make out where they were over. However,
Earth's pristine beauty was marred by the ugly, thick,
vine-like structures that broke through the clouds,
double-helixing up to the domed colonies that dotted
the planet's orbit. Peering closely at them one would
notice they pulsed ever so slightly as water and carbon
dioxide was pumped to the space colonies. With
these elements and the sun blazing in the distance,
the Slekvarians had everything they needed to live
comfortably.

"Here is your Morning Glory, sir." Tendril
digits pushed the glass towards him.

"Ah! Thank you...um, I didn't get your
name."

"My name is Guro."
Graham nodded and popped a small tab on

his mask just big enough for a straw. It was the safest
way to drink without exposing oneself to the tavern's
dangerous fumes.

"Thank you then, Guro."
The taste was unfamiliar, though not

unpleasant as it slid over his tongue and warmed his
throat.

"I just noticed. Why is it that none of your
TVs are on? I thought you guys mooched off our
satellites and received free cable."

Guro, pouring a newly ordered drink,
responded without turning to face Graham.

“I would have them on, however the news 
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these days has been so very depressing. Nothing but
fighting and unnecessary death." The bartender turned
his head and Graham could almost see the anguish in
his black eyes. "We searched so long for a habitable
planet after our sun died. When we saw vegetation
thriving on your world, we thought we found a
place to finally call home. It was peaceful; your kind
accepted us. We even helped to clean your polluted
atmospheric gasses. But as I am sure you know, the
extremists of my kind created trouble for yours."

Graham took another long sip and shut his
eyes. Memories of burning livestock, the sickly smell
of torched flesh and screams of terror flashed in his
mind's eye. He had been there at the beginning.

All was well; humans lived on Earth and
the Slekvarians occupied their domes in orbit. But
there was a gradual rise in extremist violence. They
protested the destruction of forests for farmland,
expressing outrage at the razing of acres upon acres of
tropical foliage. The Slekvarians saw the mass burnings
as murder and after being ignored for too long began to
act on their own. First it was herds of animals targeted
in retaliation. Then it was humans.

Graham remembered watching it on the news:
a group of the plant beings had murdered a prominent
Amazonian farmer. They stood before his burning
home and slaughtered livestock, their cheers and
the roar of flames drowning out his cries for help as
he leaned out an upstairs window. Live footage had
caught the ensuing struggle against police. Shots were
fired and two Slekvarians lay dead. That's when things
truly went to hell.

A lumber trader himself, Graham had fallen



victim to raucous riots on his property and the
overturning of his delivery trucks. Thousands of
dollars in potential profit lost. His very livelihood was
falling victim.

He had had no restraint calling out the
creatures' hypocrisy; they drank the nectar of plants
on their own world. What was wrong with humans
reaping the gifts nature provided? He had been called
ridiculous for making such a claim, that they respected
their vegetation; humans merely ravaged nature.

He had spat in one of their sickly green faces.
Trespass once more and it wouldn't be the trees' lives
they worried about.

"It's your planet," Guro continued, the waves
transmitted becoming lower, his 'voice' softening. "You
do with it what you want. As long as we can live up
here, I don't care what you do down there. I just want
peace."

Graham nodded to the towering being and
took another sip of Morning Glory. If they were going
to talk about the brewing war downstairs, he should
have asked for a stronger drink.

Guro seemed to have thought the same as he
poured another glass, but this time kept it for himself.
Thin roots extended from a graceful wrist and slipped
into the viscous, golden solution. They undulated with
the steady absorption of the beverage and Guro's lids
closed over his eyes as though he were in bliss.

The older man slurped the remnants of his
drink and set it down with a dull clink.

I agree with you there," Graham began to
unzip his coat, wishing he could have taken it off
earlier to spare him from the unbearable heat of the
greenhouse-like domes. "All I want is peace too."
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Guro's eyes slid open again as the human
spoke and his brows began to arch with joy, but
instead they widened in fear as he caught sight of the
inner lining of Graham's coat: explosives were linked
by an intricate web of fuses. Small, but effective, they
were usually used to flatten acres of trees in mere
seconds.

"But sometimes," Graham withdrew a small
detonator from his pocket. "Peace can only be born
from war."

His thumb depressed the red button.



Heart of Magic

Katherine Collado

Who would've known how subtle the leaves were as
they flowed in different directions, winds dancing
around them to give them life? I didn't. Looking up
at the clear blue sky, I wait to see if the sun is going
to disappear into the shadows of nearby buildings.
It didn't. As I'm walking, birds fly around the town
with their unlimited freedom. Closer and closer, an
enormous tent approaches and it seems fascinating,
but a feel of suffocation washes over me at the same
time. The tent suddenly becomes blurry in my
view. Deciding to walk away from it, noises begin
to overwhelm my ears in a pleasant tone. Children
are running around, holding on oh-so-tightly to
their balloon animals, as if nothing else seemed more
important to them. Outside of the huge tent were
various booths, each with unique games that easily
catches the attention of the crowd. What a sight to see.

To my left, there is a small pond. Families
are gathering around it, conversing while eating hot
dogs. Other families are taking pictures until there
are no more poses left to think of. Memories. The day
was peaceful, almost placid enough to calm the nerves
that had me feeling strangely nervous. I quickly look
up at the clouds, creating new shapes by the minute.
One was a butterfly whose wings was able to cover
the town. Others were smaller shapes of creatures that
quickly dispersed into smaller clouds. Looking around,
everything seemed like a dreamland that was filled 
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with nothing but wonderful surprises. During my
observation of the surrounding activities, the smell of
popcorn and cotton candy fill my nose with joy. Ha! I
guess I could say the same thing about this little guy.

"Daddy. Daddy!" The small cry brought back
memories of the first time he had ever called me dad.

"I'm sorry Pete, were you saying something?"
"When is the magic show going to start?"
"Soon Pete, very soon."
While we are walking inside the tent and

grab our seats in the second row, I hear my response to
Pete's question drowning me over and over again as I
try to hold back my breath.

I get up to get two bottles of water from a guy
standing a few chairs down from us. I check my wallet
for cash and suddenly I feel small hands clasp the side
of my jeans, not wanting to let go for anything. I turn
around and see him looking up at me with his mother's
eyes, worried about where I'm going. Nothing painted
a better picture of him in my heart. I sit down and
decide to call the guy to us and an immediate sense of
calmness shone upon his face, causing my lips to curve
up as far as they could, causing my cheeks to rise. I
grab his hands tightly.

"You ready for this Pete? The guy over there
Is going to make someone disappear."

As I finish the sentence, the lights dim and
the magician comes and takes my little boy to be a
guest on the show. Every step is an exciting path for
him, but for me each step forms bigger waves, slowly
coming towards me and drowning me. He's taking

ttu from me, but I know he'll be back. Pete steps into
a large box, too dark to notice its features. Everyone
applauds as the magician was getting ready to close the



door. I have no other choice but to watch, although a
part of me was hoping I didn't have to because I knew
what was coming next.

In an instant he's gone! I've seen magic tricks
like this a lot but this one has me at the edge of my
seat, even though I know he was on the other side.

Pete reappears with a grin on his face and I
feel more hair falling off of my head. He runs to me
with an accomplished attitude.

"Dad, that was so cool you have to try it."
I see a smile flash before me, that smile that

will forever stay imprinted in the back of my mind
along with other beautiful memories. Can I do it? Can
I make sure that I can smile long enough for him to
imprint it in his mind so that he may hold it dear? My
coughing makes it strenuous to maintain the smile and
my heart is slowly falling into pieces, and every piece
immediately becomes dust that covers his air. But I
know that wherever he may be, that dust will continue
to surround him. Oh! What a beautiful day. After a
hard, wheezing cough, I nod.

"You know what Pete, I will try it."
Wobbling slowly to the stage I turn around

twice,- the first to confirm that he is watching, but he
wasn t. He's too busy shouting at the crowd: "Look
everyone, that's my dad. The magician is going to make
him disappear!" The second time is to assure myself
that he will remain smiling. I walk into the darkness
of the box and give a long stare at the magician. After
speaking, he returns the stare and gives me a worried
look as if to ask if I'll be OK in the box. It was a bit
tight, but I show him the best curve I can form upon
my lips. Soon after, he closes the door.

My son runs up to the magician, pulls on his
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jacket over and over, a bit too excited that he ended
up confused as to long how it would take for me to
come back.

"Where's my daddy?"
"I made your father disappear, but don't

worry, he's here, just waiting to see a smile."



August 25, 2020

Michael Doran

August 25, 2020
To you,

It's a hundred-and-one and October out. It s
four-a.m. and the sky rides burnt orange until about
midday which we can tell is midday by the way the
sky with the rising sun fades from an orange haze
to a halogen cream yellow, and because of this, by
late afternoon, we do not leave the house, though
if we must, we wear full white-sheet body suits we
mustered-up from a pillaged bedding store; and
sunglasses, or snowboarding goggles because the sky
is a white-hot cornea destroyer; and hospital masks
to breathe through, you see, because the air these
days is a lot like breathing-in baby powder. Unlike
the others we didn't leave; Lady was dizzy and the
thought of travel bothered us all, the kids, me, them;
fear scrolled across each and every screen, thus
catalyzing catastrophe on a definition of 1080i clarity,
crystallized clarity; did it make a difference back
when there was only radios? how emergency messages
were disseminated? was hearing a human voice full of
your own doubt and fear like a hum of buzzing bees
more or less affecting and terrifying than also seeing
the face? full of make-up and teleprompter words
we could hear the highway for days until one day no
more. It didn t happen the way it does in movies. We
try not to think of those days, and certainly not out
loud because we are conscious of the reality — we only
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traded one set of troubles for another and voicing them
all over again makes the old, real, all over again, as if
words articulated out loud give them manifestation,
a reincarnation affectively exponentializing our grief;
instead we think of what will we use for toilet paper
for the next month, instead of 'man I wish I had this
scent of air freshener instead of that one' or I wish I
could eat something other than black beans and rice
instead of mocha-caramel double-espresso; think,
wake-up before five on a suspended-broken-lawn
chair with duck-taped (which is the new utilitarian
gold standard, duck-tape) twigs and fishing line for
a bed instead of: do I want Egyptian silk sheets or is
double-goosed-down-feather-pillows enough? The
thing you don't realize when that last ounce of battery
life runs out of your tablet and music player is that
your mind lives a lot larger and you have no idea
where power will ever come from again; your inner
monologue weighs you down, perhaps you realize the
personalities around you, or that little accent in the air,
you realize your fingers peel a little sharper than you
imagined, because now the occupation is gone. Days
are longer and longer behind your eyes and between
your ears, and the eternal sun doesn't help, but maybe
you will begin writing poetry, or start a novel scripted
on cardboard and scraps of trash, or maybe you
will fashion your own pen out of the charcoal from
the fire that keeps your sister warm just to manage
those words that influx at an alarming rate now,
the thoughts of what you didn't see while you were
looking at your screen all those years will haunt you,
so you make up for old time living new lives in your
mind, and like a child carrying too many Easter eggs,
hanging in the stomach-basket he fashioned out of his



now loose fitting shirt you will have to do something
with these words, and you will pierce whatever
implement you can find now to get them down and
out of your head. You will read whatever you can find.
You worry about your diction, you worry about being
clever for sake of being clever thus achieving nothing;
you worry about your use of words, about originality
and the intelligence with which you will appear on
the page, but worry more about the fact that perhaps
no one will find these words; it causes dyspepsia, this
dystopia, and the people, you think, will maybe need
these words and stories more than ever, like a story
come full circle, words from mouth to hear, to heart
will be the thing to get people up again, to teach them,
like the aboriginals and tribes and just worry worry
worry that you can hopefully teach something, just
do something and matter, just worry that they will
be interested enough, instead of mourning the loss of
what they had; sell them on what they can be, between
their own ears. Where does the water come from?
Where do we see? Is tomorrow just a day like all the
rest? In time these things figure themselves out but
it's overlooked in horror stories. They are trivial. We
didn't leave home like all the rest like I said, we sought
to make our own idea of home, instead of chasing
something 'out there' that may not be there at all and
every day when we dawn our bed-sheet robes, and
harden the blisters over calluses, over other calluses,
every day we go hungry and work but finish around
a campfire, we are weaving our own blanket, we are
raising these kids, we are building something from the
heaps and ashes of lost dreams and lies of distractions
and meaningless politicking and possessions. We once
lost sight of home and its idea, but now we make it our
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own; a lost country, lost friends, lost family, long labor
filled days, empty stomachs, harvesting future, full
hearts, and this, these things, a great cost we paid, and
we wouldn't change a thing for now we know that this
is the cost of making a house, a home.

With heart.

US



Nostalgia

Sawsan Khoudi

On that cold night of my sad winter nights, I felt I
needed something to warm my heart. The warmth of
my place couldn't silence the screams inside my soul.
I decided to start my journey by flipping through the
pages of memory to look for what would heal those
pains. That night I traveled to the city of my old
memories where I loved roaming in its lanes.

In its gardens of nostalgia where I spent
hours after hours, sitting in the absent swing of my
childhood, to be carried and thrown away by the wind
of my yearning on a distant cloud, granting me the joy
of looking from far at the remains of the past.

In that travel I looked over my city, my
home and its walls that embraced the most beautiful
moments with my family. In every corner of our home
there were memories that were the truest moments in
my life.

The pictures raced and the beats of my heart
raced while I saw the new face of my place which was
as a corpse. I left two years ago and now I am far from
my home, I brought with me the beautiful face of my
country, my home and everything that was beautiful
in my life, I brought with me the details of the all
seasons which now, after two years, have become as
one season. Now the beautiful girl has been violated.

There were just a few minutes left to be
thrown smoothly, back on the land of yearning. With
little energy, I get up to shed my tears on the weary
leaves of hope.
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I started to collect the debris of my soul, and
arrange the features of my sadness, to go back to my
modern city, having lived there amidst warm hearts
and intentions.

How much I fear the return to a lost reality,
which ended between the fragrance of the past, and
the cold of the present, as a dream, lost on sheets of
time.



Eye for an Eye

Yulaimy J Camacho

I let him do it. Kill her. Her delicate structure torn
from limb to limb, then to be tossed into a dark
abyss, with that gate constantly flinging open and
devouring from minute to minute. I just watched her
get mutilated. Her warm aroma of sweet goodness that
never fails to prance through the air, intoxicatingly
addictive and my every yearning from the moment I
awake to the moment I have her. He was undeserving.
Dead. My sweet, my life's daily strength that without
I cease to function like the limbs of one's body which
cannot move without the cerebrum commanding it to.
But how could I do so from that moment on when HE
took my beloved?

An eye for an eye. I watched for when this
insignificant man is at his most vulnerable then seized
that of which he deprived me of. It was in the open
he did this, this monster. As soon as I turned my
back and left my precious in that chamber all alone.
HE GRABBED HER! Stole and left her dry of all life.
Walking into the crime scene I knew what I had to
do, and it would be done. I waited the sunrise after.
At night fall I appeared to the very place and stalked
his every move while sitting from where he could
not see me. I saw the moment and I took my revenge,
approaching as he defenselessly knew not of what
was coming. I swiftly advanced. Running, RUNNING!
I LUNGED!!! With his back turned I coveted his
beloved and disappeared with her into the night with
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his screams echoing behind. Never again would Bob,
another dumb teenage Starbucks employee drink and
throw my coffee cup I left on the table and I paid for
just because I took too long in the bathroom. PSSH!
I'll never show up there again after taking his “closing
our" caramel mocha vente sized. Never. Again.



Head Over Heels

Kevin Matos

The air outside was cold, but the view offered by the large
balcony was like no other. He watched the fireworks that were
going over the various buildings in the city. The magnificent
display of colors and lights made the dark town match up with
the numerous stars in the night sky in such a way that one
might think it was a scene straight out of a painting.

He had grown tired of the festivities inside; such fancy
events weren't his kind of thing. He could only enjoy it for so
long before something forced his attention away from it, like the
magnificent Lucille. She was a beautiful woman and quite fun to
be around, but every time she was at an event such as this one,
she would drag him away from the crowd and off somewhere
private.

He loved her dearly, but her jealousy brought him
more trouble than it was worth. It wasn't bad in the beginning;
she seemed to be able to control herself then. But at this point,
she insisted that his attention should be focused solely on
her and began to throw fits. It wasn't long after that that the
romance began to die out.

He sighed, still staring out into the distance.
Oh, Senator Jones, have you seen Lucille? We've

been looking for her. She needs to be on stage to hand out the
award," asked a man.

No, I haven't, unfortunately."
That s too bad; I was hoping I'd find her here. I know

she loved being out in this balcony. Thanks, anyway. Oh, and
your wife is looking for you."

Tell her I'll be there in a few minutes."
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Qualms

Christian Peterson

She sat upon the bench under the dying trees

Wind, dancing about her dress in a flurry of autumn

leaves.

Her rudimentary beauty was an elixir to my senses

Bleeding out my desires, battling my defenses.

One word uttered and she would have me fell

One glint of magic and I'd be cast under her spell.

As she raised her golden eyes and gazed into the mist

Her head turned toward me and her eyes blew a kiss

I turned my head away, fleeing from her plea

I knew I was meant to see her, alas, it was no 

to be

I was not to experience her

But only to see.



Do you hear nature's sweet melody

Humaira Quraishi

Do you hear nature's sweet melody singing its beauty

And see the flowers burst into their vibrant joyous dance

While the trees wave their arms to give them a round of

applause

And sprinkling their money upon the act?

Have you felt the shower of love touch upon your delicate

soul

And feel the force of the wind pulling you toward the

festival?

It is wondrous life which is calling your precious ears to

hear

Your beautiful eyes to see

And your naive soul to understand
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Autumn

Jose R. Cabrera

Naked trees

Curtain the grey sky

Flecks of sunlight

Find their way through the clouds

Yellow and red leaves

Fall on the pavement

A solitary bird flies by



Forgotten

Jose R. Cabrera

I have been

Forgotten

Just like an

Ancient Greek

Lost at sea

What they feared

As the worst

Thing that can

Happen to

Someone has

Happened to me
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When I Was a Heavyweight

Kevin Matos

I've done

Anything and everything

And so much more

For the simple fact

That I could

And I would

Do it again

Even though I should

Not check the time

Cause when I cross

The line my mind

Feels like a minefield

And makes me wish

I was in El Salvador

So I could lock the doors

Cause Dali is outside

And he wants me
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To be less fake

But any less and I'd be surreal

And the Raven would then

Quoth "Nevermore"

And before that happened

I'd be drunk on the floor

Laughing at Death

But here lam

Instead with a gun pressed

To the side of my head

Are you impressed?

Did you never guess

That I'd go this far just to

Make a point sharper

Than the knife you stuck

In my back? Oh, my bad.



Of Atrophy, Of Negation, New England

Michael Doran

"What a benefit if a rule could be given whereby the mind could at any
moment East itself and find the sun. But long after we have thought we were
recovered and sane light breaks in upon us and we find we have yet had no
sane moment. Another morn rises on mid noon." - Emerson

This town is the socks that go unworn and for those who wish to go
unborn

as opposed to cold stones that go unknown;
opposition preferred and barefoot incongruity gratuitidously
positive opposite propositions propitiously prosperous forebodingly to
foretell of Tiresias the me

of going along with barefeet. I am not these sidewalks cracked, barely
breaking though mostly broken, I will be transatlanticly those

other street;
more couth, a less moral sleuth breaking through eating truth who

I am, I be, let be be finale of seem seemingly spoof proofed.
I caught the corner of the acorn, stumbled crocked and cried

then catch it again, stubbing my toe on the corner stone post
of sobritious prudity muting fluorescent floral frugality over masked

feminescence.
Deodorant, "The problem is they think writing is a profession, to me it is
the day."
Monsieur Kerouac knows that beyond art it is air,

necessary voiced inner monologue congestion, voices
a moaning gnome goes groans alones who feels nothing, everything.
When you walk you are in it, like city night street lights illuminating

fiends, friends and you can see above the haze blackness, s e
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walking along you are not ocean water displaced, concrete floods and wanting
to

make old amends, buck the trends, experimentalize, and truck good wives.
I m coming Scotland, trading x-rated favors in backrooms, and the stalls of
restaurant bathrooms

talk about your hot peace baths and booths.
Rumi ruminating the Jacuzzi filth minds with the one who originates Jacopo
and Zatara.
Beyond, behind the curtains and blinds, keeping the streetlights out. Keeping
the stench in.
Whiskey words fledgling rational exponents, radicals and complex numbers

Taz tattoos and innate inability to do math.
Cursivate Mount Parnassus, the imaginarium muse, Delphic origins and



Nordic train of thought-words hitched, switched bliss, Sisyphus
across the burning hot plains of sand complaining and laughing at Pone

Nicholas III 6
who I should join, but I wonder and ask Minos where he will send me

or if I belong drawn and quartered, and take summer shares of each and every
circle? y

Will there be a new circle for me? I prefer to join Pasiphae
I'll be her bull. I'll Lull her to sleep with the hum and tick

of a broken air conditioner, conditioning spewed black goo and
memories,

sputtering and stuttering, stalling, gas and no go
like slipping transmissions stagnant slip, hitch, hiccup, bolt.

Smoked out and buried in a cloud of smashed out radiator steam
using no unfamiliar methods to account you earnings, satisfied? Mollified?

Lachrimied? Potentionalized? By word I accuse you of what you have
accrued.

B is the nth root of any number A.
Inside mind of my hazelnut sixsugarcoffee, broken lipped coffee mug

mean mug, prison kaleidoscope childhood and slip-boat-knot headphones

choked
dancing inconsequently jesting infinite distraction,

consistenly damned, damn breaks New Orleans smile ahead of
magnaminous equanimity square rooted, rooted in ethereality

unreality outed . ction
by eternal sunshine spotted in the corner eye of that turtle ninja pr J

flashlight.
If possible have sixteen kids for the apocalypse, breed that army ar^ sutra.
Purify like a Buddha bib, mad lib it. Sunshine sutra, Kerouac Sun o

bum sutra, beat sutra; travelling wordsmith suffers traVCass^n;
just describing, wording, wordly, worldly vernacular comp

mining, miming, aucuses.
driving, lying, crying ... dying for those bixby canyon
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Prometheus sparks and Icarus fails.
I drink Teachers out of her belly button, carving out soul with my tongue,
jump out the window.
A bowl, the grassy knoll, cry. Awake, living like a hermit in my own head.
"In this too true she was right." Raymond Carver's starving.

Not star-gazing but I say simply and without guise -you break my heart.
I'll remember some names but now how they end, or vice versa

And my heart will break all over again, for you Remedios the Beauty.
No Thoreau I have not forgetting that

every realization he makes is mine, my treasure, a translation through mind.
Like the bicameral process there is separation between words, poetry is the

knife.
Don't say inadequate, don't tell me about unsure, self-loathing, life is
a series of summations and compromises, a perpetual state of okay, a deal.

Tired like a pen run out ink, stretched too thin, leaving only a veiled
impression.

The hollow feeling after the popping sound of a broken guitar string,
snipped, jolted heart
no more song tonight. Empty like fire sirens rushing to call home, a soul, not
going home.

Home is where I never had to capture fireflies.
With your hands out, under and supplicant, they land like a flash of

telecommunications
on an airfield of airplanes on your palm, accepting the natural

Eucharist, amen
and me unworthy it blesses and leaves a summertime psalm in the pew and

pulpit
of above ground pools, behind high schools and swading through swamps.

Breath broken and scalely like lichen and fresh,
fresh pious popery, mopery, mopping complete and holy.

Cursive over script is nondescript nondenominational, nondiscriminatory,
unsettled agitating agents catalyzing change,



exchanging expatriot blames because Uncle Sam left, due to bipartisan parties
without alcohol.
A most adequate description by corrupt correlation could be Sisyphus struggles.
Each thought takes up new residence like many mangoes in Alaska,

impotent, important and blown proportions, profoundly.
There is an ability to shed off doubt, a worry and words like the shell of a
raincoat.

Concerned about deterioration I feel the jeans drag beneath my heels.
Diurnal tempestuous umbrella mindset, mired with scat scars and lightning
strikes.
Drive mild temperament highways where Whitman would winter work words,
and upper class wives, with their cushy lives drive, while their lush-puppy
hush-husbands,

daddy deceptive, stay home, and do the new milkman, the trainer,
crossfit.

Yesterday like Emerson, I will wonder where my words had went.
Though I felt the grass grow between my toes

I have to do the laundry.
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Toggle with the insufficiencies of life
Michelle Calero

Why does it bother my head so well?
Swell the card indexed that triggers
and recalls your smell.
Hell, if I could remember
to never remember,
I would be well.
Well...

Waft and waver day to day,
The Endless Stream:
wishing-and-washing,
soaking-and-sobbing,
bubbling-and-bibbling.
Relentless Dreams
still linger
in the corners, on the surface,
somewhere in between
where I left a part of my soul,
half of my heart and all my control.

Pleading silently in search of solace,
the weeping creeping
from cavity to cavity,
keeping me in captivity
within its lethal spinning spiral
of deepening sleep; reminding me
that I toggle
with the insufficiencies of life.

Why does it bother my head so well?
Not every profound word,
or every toll for every bell
that ever made a single sound in your worl
would even be able to tell.
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Two Days

Christian Peterson

Two days ago I didn't know you
I didn't know your face
I didn't know what would happen to me
At that first discreet embrace.
You came here with a fire
I had never known
And with that fire burned me down
'Till my heart was yours alone.
I had never known the feeling
You brought here when you came
And I could hardly bear the answer
I knew I had to explain.
The throbbing pain inside my head
Was like never before
It showed me all our sweet moments
Before I struck that painful chord.
It made me question
Why I had to push you away
It made me wilt when I couldn't tell you
I thought of you every day.
And all I could ever want
Was to kiss you goodnight
To show you how I feel
And to feel that it's alright.
What I'd give to spend eternity,
Holding you tight
Even if eternity only lasted
Till the red of morning light.
This feeling deep within,
I wish would never end
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This feeling deep within me
Alas, is foe as well as friend.
It feels as if it will break me
But my path cannot bend
And if I don't find solace
You'll own my heart until the end.
And if you forget me quickly
It'll tear me apart
But it may be the best thing,
'Cause I suffered from the start.
Two days ago I didn't know you.
I barely knew your name
Two days ago I didn't know
I'd never be the same.
And now I can only watch
As you inevitably fade away
And I ache when I remember
Things won't be ok.
Two days ago I didn't know you
It's felt like years since then.
I wish things could be different
But I can only be your friend.
I hope it doesn't hurt you
As much as it does me
And if it doesn't mean that much to you
Then fly away, free.
I shall brood in sorrow
As I have before
In hope that heaven will guide me
Through another door.
Two days ago I thought it was special
Well, today I see I thought wrong.
I trusted too fondly my feelings
When my intuition was right all along.
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(hese Eyes

Marline Casseus

I have spent a lifetime
Avoiding these dreamy eyes
Yet I see them at every blink
At every waking moment

I have summoned all the might
That I have left
To suppress the turmoil within
But the truth cannot be denied

I have prayed constantly
That my composure will protect
My innermost secrets and thoughts
And all else that is hidden

My heart laments the risks
The casualties of love
Of this intense burning beneath
But it too must know the inevitable

Civility only does incite
The ambers of flaring raw desire
Denial is but a river of unbearable yearnings
Fueling the knowledge of things to come

From thoughts to reality
Lead the path to broken vows
And shattered commandments
The universe and spirits conspire
To conjure up the notion that is you
And me
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